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Poll:
How much academic freedom do 
you have in your online course
1 = NONE – My course is completely set up for me
2 =SOME - I work from a course template
3 = ALL – I am responsible for all content in my course

Definition
UNIVERSAL DESIGN FOR LEARNING -framework 
for guiding educational practice that:
(A) provides flexibility in the ways information 
is presented, in the ways students respond or 
demonstrate knowledge and skills, and in the 
ways students are engaged; 
(B) reduces barriers in instruction, provides 
appropriate accommodations, supports, 
and challenges, and maintains high 
achievement expectations for all students, 
including students with disabilities and students 
who are limited English proficient.
(CAST,2011)
What this 
Means
• Focus = mastering the learning 
process 
• Design learning experiences that 
meet the needs of all learners
• Eliminate unnecessary barriers 
without eliminating necessary 
challenges
• Start at the very beginning – A very 
good place to start
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What do 
you see?
Perception
– Key information equally perceptible 
to all learners
– Goal is clarity and comprehension
Customizable Content
• Color
•Size
• Font
• Contrast
Options
• Transcripts and Captions
• Visual aids (diagrams, 
charts)
• Visual / Emotional 
Descriptions
• Translations
Language Expression and Symbols
(Georgia Tech Research on Accessible Distance Education, 2017)
• Pre-Teach Symbols
• Alternative Representations
• Avoid Text Overload
Language Expression and Symbols
Background Knowledge
• KWL
• Analogies / Metaphors
• Cross-Curricular 
Connections
What’s Important Here?
• Big Picture
• Cues and Prompts
• Transfer
Make Connections
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• Ongoing Feedback 
Opportunities (Is 
this working for 
you?)
• Transfer –
Connection to their 
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• Optional Ungraded 
Assignments in 
various formats
• Choice for 
Submissions (video, 
text, audio, etc.)
Feedback 
Opportunities
• Early, often and 
varied feedback
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• Gauge Interest
• Authenticity
• Minimize distractions
Interest
• Safe Space
• Inclusion
• Effort
• Collaboration
• Reflection
Community
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Course Set-up • Gauge interest 
(Introductions -Why 
are you interested in 
this course, Use 
roster, use to tailor)
Communication with 
Students
• Create community –
connect students to 
each other
Feedback 
Opportunities
• Build in Self-
Reflection 
Opportunities (how 
is this course 
meeting your goals)
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Multiple Means of
Representing Content
Multiple Means of
Action and Expression
Multiple Means of
Engagement in 
Learning
Course Set-up • Customizable 
Content
• Variety in 
Communication 
(Apps, Phone Calls)
• Gauge interest 
(Introductions,
roster, use to tailor 
experience)
Communication with 
Students
• Variety of mediums 
(video, text, web)
• Ungraded, optional 
activities
• Choice for 
Submissions (video, 
text, audio, etc.)
• Create community –
connect students to 
each other
Feedback 
Opportunities
• Ongoing Feedback 
Opportunities (Is this 
working for you?)
• Transfer –
Connection to real 
life
• Early, often and 
varied feedback
• Build in Self-
Reflection 
Opportunities ( how 
is this 
course/experience 
meeting your goals)
Questions
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